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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the first of a series of three papers describing some surprising connections 
between group theory, the theory of ends, the theory of automata and formal 
languages, and second-order logic. This first paper discusses the interaction of group 
theory and formal language theory. Using the theory of ends and Rabin’s theorem 
that the monadic theory of the infinite binary tree is decidable, the second paper will 
establish the decidability of the monadic second-order theory of a very large class of 
graphs. The third paper will give give a new proof of Rabin’s theorem. The sketch ]9] 
is a detailed statement of the reults of the first and second papers. 
We begin our investigation with a question raised by Anisimov ] 11. A finitely 
generated group can be described by a presentation G = (X; R) in terms of generators 
and defining relations. The word problem W(G) is the set of all words on the 
generators and their inverses which represent the identity element of G. Anisimov 
asked, “If W(G) is a context-free language in the usual sense of formal language 
theory, what can one say about the algebraic structure of the group G?” Although the 
set W(G) depends on the presentation, an easy lemma shows that if W(G) is a 
context-free language for one presentation of G, then W(G) is a context-free laguage 
for every finitely generated presentation of G. Thus we shall simply say that a finitely 
generated group is context-free if the word problem is a context-free language for 
finitely generated presentations of G. A group is virtually free if it has a free 
subgroup of finite index. We were led to conjecture that a finitely generated group is 
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context-free if and only if it is virtually free and we have essentially proven the 
conjecture. Precisely, we have the following result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finitely generated group. G is free if and only if G is 
context-free and torsion-free. G is virtually free if and only if G is context-free and 
accessible. 
The condition of accessibility mentioned in the theorem is a technical condition 
which will be explained in detail later. While it is conjectured that all finitely 
generated groups are accessible, it is difficult to prove that specific groups are 
accessible. There is really no doubt that context-free groups are accessible but we 
have not been able to prove this directly. 
2. WORD PROBLEMS AND AUTOMATA 
We remark at the outset that there are considerable similarities between the idea of 
describing groups by presentations in terms of generators and defining relations and 
the idea of generating formal languages by grammars. For a good introduction to 
presentations see the first chapter of Magnus et al. [8]. For example, the group 
C = (x; x3 = 1) has only one generator whose third power is the identity and is thus 
the cyclic group of order three. The group Z = (x) with one generator and no 
defining relations is the infinite cyclic group. The group A = (x, y; xy = yx) which 
has two generators subject only to the relation that they commute is the free Abelian 
group on two generators, while the group F = (x, y) is the free group on two 
generators. 
In order to fix our notation and terminology we give a brief formal description of 
the group G defined by the presentation (X, R). We choose a set X-i, disjoint from 
X, with a one-to-one correspondence x H x- ’ between X and X- ‘. We define 
(x-l)- ’ to be x. We write X* i for XV X- ’ and call the elements of X * ’ letters. A 
word is a finite sequence of letters, and we denote the empty word by 1 when 
discussing groups. The length 1 WI of a word w is the number of letters in w. If 
w = yi ,..., y, is a word, then w-’ = y;’ . . . y;‘. Since an equation u = v can always 
be written in the equivalent form UV-’ = 1, we shall assume that all the equations of 
R have the form r = 1 and call the word r a dej%ing relator. Since we want G to be a 
group, we need the trivial relators yy-‘, y E X* ‘. (The trivial relators are understood 
and are not written as part of the presentation.) Two words u and v on Xi1 are 
equivalent if it is possible to tansform u into v by a finite sequence of insertions or 
deletions of trivial relators and defining relators. The set of equivalence classes forms 
a group G, where multiplication is concatenation of representatives, [u][v] = [uv], the 
identity is the class of the empty word and [ y] -I = [ y - ’ 1. The word problem W(G) 
is simply the set of words equivalent to I. 
Considering ,Z* as the free semigroup generated by C =X* I, there is a natural 
homomorphism q: 2” + G defined by r(u) = [u]. In other words, u and v are 
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equivalent if and only if q(u) = q(u). To avoid using equivalence class notation, we 
write “u = v in G” if q(u) = q(v) and say that u and u represent the same element of 
In discussing formal language theory and automata, we refer to Harrison [5] and 
to Hopcroft and Ullman [6]. An important feature of formal language theory is that 
such languages can be described in either of two ways-acceptance by a machine of 
the appropriate type or generation by a grammar of the appropriate type. A language 
is regular if and only if it is the set of strings accepted by a finite state automaton and 
we assume that the reader is familiar with this concept. The characterization of 
groups with regular word problem was given by Anisimov [ 1 ] but we give here a 
simpler proof more suited to our purposes. 
LEMMA 1. A group has a regular word problem if and only if it is j%ite. 
Proof: If G is a finite group, let {g, ,..., g,} be a complete list of the elements of 
G, where g, is the identity element. The multiplication table presentation of G is the 
finite presentation (g, ,..., g, ; . . . . gi gj = g, ,...) with generators g, ,..., g,, and, for each 
choice of 1 < i, j < n, there is a defining relation gi gj = g,, where g, is the product 
of gi and gj. It is now easy to construct a finite state automation M which accepts the 
word problem of any presentation of G. Let M have state set {g,,..., gk}, and let g, be 
the initial state and the only final state of M. Any letter y of the alphabet of the given 
presentation represents an element gj of G. If M is in state gi and reads an input letter 
representing gj, then M changes state to g,, where gi gj = g,. 
Now let G = (X, R) be any finitely generated infinite group. There must be 
arbitrarily long words w on X*’ such that no nonempty subword of w represents the 
identity of G. For, if there were an upper bound b on the length of such words, every 
element of G could be represented by a word of length not exceeding b which, since X 
is finite, would imply the finiteness of G. Let M be any finite state automaton with 
input alphabet X *I Let w be a word whose length is greater than the number n of . 
states of M and such that no nonempty subword of w represents the identity of G. If 
M begins reading w, then M must be in the same state after reading two distinct 
initial segments, say u and uz), of w. Now uu -I = 1 in G but uuu -’ # 1 in G since the 
latter is a conjugate of the nonidentity element v. Since M must either accept or reject 
both UK’ and UZX-‘, M does not accept exactly the word problem of G. I 
For basic details concerning the concept of a pushdown automaton, usually written 
pda, we refer to Harrison [5] and to Hopcroft and Ullman [6]. Our notation follows 
Harrison [5] but we differ from the usual convention in that we allow a machine to 
continue running when it empties the stack since this convention is by far the most 
natural when dealing with group word problems. We also allow a machine to start 
with an empty stack. If c denotes the contents of the stack at a given time, we 
consider the rightmost symbol of [ to be the top of the stack. When discussing words 
on an arbitrary alphabet we use /1 to denote the empty string. 
In order to accept arbitrary context-free languages it is necessary to use nondeter- 
ministic pushdown automata. To fix our notation, we consider a pda to be a seven- 
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tuple M = (Q, C, Z, 6, qO, z,,, Q), where Q is a finite set of stares, Z is a finite input 
alphabet, Z is a finite stack alphabet with Z 1 C, qO E Q is the initial state, 
z,, E Z U {A } is the start symbol, $ c Q is the set of final states, and 6 is the tran- 
sition function. Since we are considering machines which may continue running on an 
empty stack, 6 is a function from Q x (ZU {A}) x (ZU (A}) to finite subsets of 
QxZ*. 
The interpretation of (qi, t;J E S(q, u, z) is that when the pda is in state q reading 
the input symbol u and z is the top symbol on the stack then M can change to state 
qi, replace z by & and move the reading head one square to the right. We consider & 
as being placed on the stack from left to right so that the rightmost symbol of ci (if 
Ci # /i) becomes the top symbol of the stack. If 6(q, u, z) is empty, the machine halts. 
The interpretation of (qi, &) E 6(q, /i, z) is that when the pda is in state q with z 
the top symbol of the stack, then independently of the input symbol being scanned, 
the machine changes state to qi and replaces z by ii. In this case the input head is not 
moved. Such a transition is called a A-move. In the obvious way we allow /l-moves 
when the stack is empty. 
A pda is deterministic if I&q, u, z)I < 1 for all triples (q, u, z) and the machine 
cannot make both a n-move and a non-/i-move for a given pair (q, z). As usual, we 
consider deterministic machines to be a special case of nondeterministic ones. All the 
pda’s which we construct to accept word problems will be deterministic. (In the 
sequel to this paper we shall prove that all context-free group word problems are 
indeed deterministic without assuming the accessibility condition.) 
We write M I$ (q, 1;) if it is possible for M to be in state q with [ written on the 
stack after reading the input w. The language accepted by M by final state and empty 
stack is L = (w / M Et7 (q, LI) for some q E Q}. It is well known that a language L is 
context-free if and only if L is accepted by some pda by final state and empty stack. 
We now discuss a particular pda M which accepts the word problem of the free 
group F = (x1 ,..., xn) on n generators. It is a well-known fact that a word u’ on 
x*’ = {x1 )...) xm) *’ represents the identity of F if and only if w can be reduced to the 
empty word by successive deletions of subwords consisting of an inverse pair x:x;“, 
e = f 1. The machine M works as follows: M has only one state q which is also a 
final state; M begins with empty stack. On reading a letter XI, if that letter is not the 
inverse of the letter on the top of the stack, then the letter is added to the stack. If the 
letter being read is the inverse of the letter on the top of the stack, then the top of the 
stack is deleted. At any point, the word read so far is equal to the identity in F if and 
only if the stack is empty. If M reads the word xyy- ‘x- ‘y- lx, then the successive 
stack contents are /i, x, xy, x, /1, y-l, Y -Ix. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finitely generated group. If the word problem is a context- 
free language in one finitely generated presentation of G, then it is a context;free 
language in every finitely generated presentation of G. Furthermore, if H is any 
finitely generated subgroup of G, then the word problem of H is also a context-free 
language. 
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Proof: Let (X, R) be a finitely generated presentation of G with context-free word 
problem. Let ( y, ,..., yn ; S) be a finitely generated presentation of a subgroup H of G. 
Then there exists an embedding q: H + G which, in terms of the given presentations, 
is completely specified by the information p(yi) = ui, i = I,..., n, where each ui is a 
word on X* ‘. Let M be the pushdown automaton which accepts the word problem of 
the specified presentation of G. If w is a word in the y’ ‘, then since rp is an 
embedding, w represents the identity in the presentation (U, S) if and only if p(w) 
represents the identity in (X, R). Construct a pushdown automaton M’ for the word 
problem of (Y; S) as follows: On reading a letter y:, E = f 1, M’ simulates what M 
does on reading the word u:. (This simulation may require several A-moves.) We 
note that there is no general method for producing the embedding (o--but if one did 
have the finite amount of data o( yi) = ui, then M’ could be effectively constructed 
from M. I 
In view of Lemma 2, we shall simply say that a group G is context-free if G is 
finitely generated and the word problem for each finitely generated presentation of G 
is a context-free language. 
Using some results from group theory, we shall now show how to construct a pda 
which accepts the word problem of a finitely generated virtually free group. 
LEMMA 3. If G is a finitely generated virtually freee group, then G is context- 
free. 
Proof: Let H be a free subgroup which has finite index in G. A well-known 
general result of group theory says that any subgroup of finite index contains a 
subgroup N which is normal in the group G and which again has finite index. The 
Nielsen-Schreier theorem states that every subgroup of a free group is free, so N is a 
free group. A theorem of Schreier states that any subgroup having finite index in a 
finitely generated group is itself finitely generated. Hence, N is a finitely generated 
free subgroup which is normal and has finite index in G. We now need only work 
with N. 
We shall use the subgroup N to construct a particular presentation of G which 
arises from considering G as an extension of N by G/N. Let N have free generators 
Y, ,*.., y,. The quotient group B = G/N is a finite group, say with t elements. Let 
II: G + B be the natural homomorphism from G onto B. Let (b, ,...,b[ ; bi4i = bk) be 
the multiplication table presentation of B. Let d,, i = l,..., t be elements of G such 
that q(di) = bi. Since N is the kernel of the homomorphism q, relations of the forms 
d, y, d; ’ = ui,d and did; = zi.E,jdk 
hold in G, where the ui,d and zi,E,j are elements of N. Using the y’s and d’s as letters, 
we claim that 
(Y I,..., Y,, d, ,..., d,; di y&r’ = u~,~, did; = zi.E,,idk) 
is a presentation of G. Using these relations any word can be transformed to a unique 
word of the form wdi, where w is a freely reduced word in the y’s. The latter word 
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represents the identity of G if and only if w is empty and di is the symbol d, with 
I the identity of B. 
The pda M for the word problem of this representation of G works as follows-44 
keeps track of the “free part” of a word in its stack and keeps track of the image in B 
by its states; M has states ql,..., qr corresponding to b, ,..., b, and several other 
“working” states; M starts in q1 with an empty stack. If M is in state qi and reads yk, 
then, since di y;= u;,,di in G, M uses its working states to make a sequence of II- 
moves which process the word uf,, onto the stack (as in the description of the 
automaton for the free group word problem) and then returns to state qi. If M is in 
state qi and reads dj”, then, since di dj = zilE,j d, in G, M uses its working states to 
process zi,E,j onto the stack and then changes state to qk. Thus, after reading an 
arbitrary word u (which is equal to G to wdi with w a word on the y:‘) M has w on 
its stack and is in state qi, Thus V represents the identity of G if and only if M is in 
state q1 with empty stack. I 
We next point out that the free Abelian group A = (x, y; xy = yx) on two 
generators is not context-free. This group is the “least complicated” group which is 
not context-free and is thus an important example. A word of the form xmynxPjyPk is 
equal to the identity in A if and only if j = m and k = n. Intuitively, it is impossible 
for a pda to check if both of these equations hold. It is easy to give a formal proof by 
using the well-known “pumping lemma” for context-free languages. 
3. A GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTEXT-FREE GROUPS 
If G = (X, R) is a finitely generated group, the Cayley graph T(G) of the given 
presentation is defined as follows. The vertex set V of T(G) is the set of elements of 
the group G. If g E G, y EX*‘, there is a labelled edge e = (g, y, gy) with initial 
vertex g, label y, and terminal vertex gy. The edge e-’ = (gy, y-‘, g) is the inverse 
of the edge e. Note that the graph T(G) depends heavily on the given presentation. 
We illustrate the Cayley graphs of Z = (x), A = (x, y; xy = yx), and F = (x, y) in 
Fig. 1. In drawing graphs we follow the usual convention of drawing only one arc for 
the pair of edges e and e-’ and regard these two edges as being represented by 
traversing the arc in opposite directions. 
Since we shall discuss the Cayley graph of only one group G at a time, we shall 
simply write r instead of T(G). Since each edge e has a label q(e) E X*’ it is natural 
to define the label q(a) of a path a = e I ,..., e, as the word &e,) ,..., p(e,). From the 
definition of r, a path a in r is a closed path if and only if the label o(a) represents 
the identity of G. The graph r thus certainly contains all the information given by the 
word problem W(G). We shall prove that a group G being context-free is equivalent 
to a certain triangulation property of the Cayley graph T(G). 
Before proving the theorem we fix our notation on context-free grammars. We 
follow Hopcroft and Ullman [6]. A context-free grammar is a quadruple 
C = (I’, C, cP, S), where V and Z are disjoint finite sets of variables and terminals, 
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respectively, S E V is the start symbol, and 9 is a finite set of productions of the 
form A + a, where A E V and a E (VU X)*. (If U is any set, then U* denotes the set 
of all finite sequences of elements of U.) If aAy is a string in (VU C)* and A -+ /3 is 
a production of 9, we write a,4y =z- ~$37. We write q %- 0 if q = 19 or there are strings 
V=? O,..., vrn = 8, m > 1, such that each vi 5 v~+~. The language generated by C is 
the set L = (w 1 w E Z* and S 3 w) of all words on the terminal alphabet which are 
derivable from the start symbol S. A grammar C is in Chomsky normal form if all 
the productions of C have the form A -+BC, or A-a, or ,!?+A, where A,B,C are 
variables, a is a terminal, S is the start symbol, and A is the empty word. 
Furthermore, if the production S + A occurs, then S does not appear on the right- 
hand side of any production. 
A variable A is useful if there is some derivation S 3 a@ 5 w of a terminal string 
which uses A. Otherwise, A is useless. A grammar is reduced if all its variables are 
useful. A basic result on context-free languages is that every context-free language 
can be generated by a reduced grammar in Chomsky normal form. It is exactly such 
grammars which we shall need. If A is a variable of a grammar C, then L(A) = 
{wlwEz* and A 4 w} is the set of words on the terminal alphabet which are 
derivable from A. Note that L(A) is nonempty if A is useful. 
LEMMA 4. Let C be a reduced context-free grammar which generates the word 
problem W(G) of a group G = (X, R). If A is a variable of C and u, v E L(A), then u 
and v represent the same element of G. 




Proof: Since A is useful, there is a derivation S 3 aA/? %- w, w2 w3, where 
w, w2 wj E W(G) and w2 is the part derived from A. If we replace the derivation of w2 
from A by derivations of u and U, respectively, then in G, w, uwz = 1 = w, uwz. Since 
G is group, u = u in G. 1 
In discussing a polygon P in the plane we assume that the boundary of P is a 
simple closed curve. A diagonal triangulation of P is a triangulation of P which has 
as vertices only the originally given vertices of P. If P is the hexagon pictured, then 
the triangulation of Fig. 2a is diagonal while the triagulation in Fig. 2b is not 
diagonal. To avoid special cases, we allow “1-gons” 0 and “2-gons” 0 and 
consider these figures as being triangulated. 
Let a be a closed path in r, and let w = y,,..., Y,, be the label on 01. Write w 
clockwise around the boundary of a regular n-gon in the plane. (The edges of P are 
thus labelled by the letters of w.) A K-triangulation of a is a diagonal triangulation of 
P with a label from the free group F = (X) assigned to each new edge such that: 
(i) Reading around the boundary of each triangle gives a true relation in the 
group G, and 
(ii) if u is the label on an edge e of the triangulation, then /U 1 < K. 
The three upper triangles in Fig. 3 say, respectively, that X, xz = U, , U, u2 u3 = 1, and 
x;‘x;’ = u*. 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM I. A finitely generated group G = (X, R) is context-free if and only if 
there exists a constant K such that every closed path in the Cayley graph T(G) can be 
K-triangulated. 
Proof Let G = (X, R) be context-free. Let C be a reduced grammar which 
generates W(G) and which is in Chomsky normal form. 
X;l 
“2 X-; 
X2 422 “1 “3 x3 Xl 
Xl 
FIGURE 3 
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We shall show how the grammar C determines triangulations of closed paths in 
T(G). If A is a variable of C, let u, denote a shortest word in L(A). Let a be any 
closed path in r, so its label y, . . . y, is in W(G), and write y, . . . y, around the 
boundary of a regular n-gon P in the plane. If n < 2, then our convention is that P is 
triangulated, and if n = 3, then P is a triangle. In this case the maximum length of a 
label on a side is one. We now assume that n > 4. Consider any derivation S 3 w. 
The derivation must be of the form S + AB 3 w, w2, where w, and w, are derivable 
from A and B, respectively. 
Suppose that the length of both w1 and w2 is at least two. Construct an edge with 
label ug from the vertex of P at which w, ends to the vertex which begins w, (as in 
Fig. 4a). By Lemma 4, u, = w2 in G, and since w, w2 = 1 in G, u, = w; ’ in G. We 
now have two polygons each with fewer sides. Next suppose that one of w, or wz , say 
w,, is a terminal symbol, so S 3 aw, and ) w21 > 3. Then there is a derivation 
S + aB * aCD 3 awl, wz2, where at least one of w2, or wz2, say wzz, has length at 
least two. In this case, construct an edge with label uD from the vertex at which wz2 
begins to the vertex at which wz2 ends (as in Fig. 4b). 
Iterating the procedure described in the smaller polygons and treating labels of the 
type uA in the same way as terminal letters, we arrive at a diagonal triangulation of P 
in which each new edge is labelled by a label of type u, for some variable A of the 
grammar C whose set V of variables is finite. Letting K = maxA E y 1 u, 1 we have a K- 
triangulation. Thus every closed path can be K-triangulated. 
Now suppose that there exists a constant K such that every closed path in the 
Cayley graph of G = (X, R) can be K-triangulated. We shall describe a context-free 
grammar which generates W(G). If u is a word on Xi’ with 1 UI < K, introduce a 
corresponding variable A,. (Note that since X is finite there are only finitely many 
words not exceeding a given length.) For each equation u = uz which holds in G, 
wherenoneoflul,Iu(,/ I z exceed K, introduce a production A,, + A,.A;. Also, if A,. is 
a variable and v = y in G, where y E Xi ‘, then introduce a production A,. --t y. Also, 
introduce the production A, + 1 and make A, the start symbol. It is clear that if there 
is a derivation A, 4 w, then w = 1 in G since all productions mirror true equations. 
We need to show that if w = 1 in G, then w is derivable from A,. We shall prove 
by induction on the number of triangles in T that if T is a diagonal triangulation of a 
polygon P such that all edges are labelled by words of length not exceeding K and 
reading around the boundary of every triangle gives a true equation in G, then there 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
(b) 
is a derivation A i 3 8, where if the edges e , ,..., e, reading around the boundary a of 
P are labelled by ui ,..., u,, then 6 = A,, .. . A!,. If there is only one triangle, say with 
boundary label uzlz (as in Fig. 5a), then there is a derivation A i + A,A,-, ~j A,A,.Az . 
Now if T is a diagonal triangulation of a polygon P and T has more than one 
triangle, then there are at least two triangles which have two edges on the boundary 
of P. (This is intuitively clear and will be proved in Lemma 5.) Thus given P and a 
point at which one begins reading the label w on the boundary of P, we can write 
w = wluzlwz (as in Fig. 5b), where u and u are labels on consecutive edges of a 
triangle with boundary label UUZ-‘. By the induction hypothesis, there is a derivation 
A, 3 6i A, $, from whence 6, A,A, & is immediately derivable. 
If w = y, . . . y, is a word on Xi’ such that w = 1 on G, then the preceding 
paragraph shows that there is a derivation A, 3 A,, . . . A,,. Applying productions of 
the form A, * y we have a derivation A, 9 y, . . . y,. 1 
4. THE THEORY OF ENDS 
AND THE STRUCTURE OF CONTEXT-FREE GROUPS 
We now discuss the theory of ends. Our basic references here are Cohen [2] and 
Stallings [ 111. Intuitively, an end is a way of going to infinity. Let r be a connected 
locally finite graph with a distinguished vertex u, selected as the origin of r. Let P”’ 
denote everything connected to v,, by a path of length less than n. The number of ends 
of r is 
e(r) = ,l~i~ (the number of infinite components of J’\r@)). 
If G = (X, R) is a finitely generated group, then the number of ends of G is the 
number of ends of the Cayley graph T(G). (It is true, but not obvious from the 
definition which we have given, that e(G) does not depend on the presentation 
chosen.) 
Referring to Fig. 2, we see that for r the Cayley graph of the infinite cyclic group 
Z, there are always two components of r\r (‘) if n > 1 and thus e(Z) = 2. In the free 
group F of rank 2, r\Pn) has 2” components and thus e(F) = 00. For the free 
Abelian group A of rank 2, r\r(“’ is always connected so e(A) = 1. 
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Stallings [ 1 l] has proven a remarkable theorem stating that a finitely generated 
group G has more than one end if and only if G can be decomposed in a particular 
way using certain group-theoretic constructions. We shall discuss these constructions 
shortly, but we shall now establish that an infinite context-free group has more than 
one end. We need a preliminary combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let T be a diagonal triangulation of a plane polygon P with at least 
three edges. If the boundary edges of P are divided into three consecutive nonempty 
arcs, then some triangle has vertices on all three arcs. (A vertex where two arcs meet 
is,‘of course, on both arcs.) 
Proof Denote the boundary of P by cYP and call a triangle critical if it has two 
edges on 3P. We first observe that if T has more than one triangle, then there are at 
least two critical triangles. This is clear if the number k, of triangles is two and we 
proceed by induction on k. If all triangles with edges in 3P are critical, the result 
holds. Otherwise, select a triangle t with exactly one edge e on 3P and write 
3P = q, ey,, at = ee, e,. The triangulation T induces triangulations T, of the polygon 
P, bounded by q, ee, and T, of the polygon P, bounded by q2e,e. Both T, and T, 
have more than one triangle and thus have at least two critical triangles, one of which 
may be t. The result follows. Let T be a diagonal triangulation of a plane polygon P. 
We next prove that if the vertices of P are colored by three colors so that all the 
vertices of a given color occur consecutively on the boundary of P then there is a 
unique triangle having vertices of all three colors. The proof is by induction on the 
number k of triangles, and the result is clear if k = 1. If k > 1, let t be a critical 
triangle. If t has vertices of all three colors, then t is the desired triangle and is 
unique. If t has vertices of only one or two colors, let P’ be the polygon obtained by 
removing the two edges of t which are in cYP. Then P’ still has vertices of three colors 
and the result follows. The result stated in the lemma follows immediately, by taking 
colors a, b, c corresponding to the arcs a, p, y and assigning colors to the vertices so 
that the color assigned to a vertex u corresponds to an arc containing at least one of 
the edges incident at u and all colors are used. 1 
LEMMA 6. If G = (X; R) is an infinite context-free group, then G has more than 
one end. 
Proof: Let r be the Cayley graph of G. If u and v are vertices of r, then the 
distance d(u, v) between u and v is the length of the shortest path connecting u and v. 
Choose the identity as the origin of r. Since G is infinite, there exist arbitrarily long 
words y, . . . yj such that the shortest word equal to y, . . . yj has length j. From the 
definition of r the group G acts on r as a transitive group of graph isomorphisms. By 
translating the midpoint of the path with label yi . . . yj to the origin (where j is even 
and y, . . . yj is as stated), we see that for any i > I there are elements ui and vi which 
are both at distance i from 1 and with d(ui, vi) = 2i. 
Since G is context-free there is a constant K such that every closed path in r can 
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be K-triangulated. Pick n > ;K. As usual, let r (‘) denote the set of all vertices and 
edges connected to 1 by a path of length less then n. We claim that if i > n, and ui 
and vi are as in the preceding paragraph, then ui and vi are in different components of 
r\rcn). This shows that r\r(“) has at least two infinite components when n > :K and 
thus G has more than one end. 
Suppose that ui and ui are in the same component of r\p”‘. Let a be a path of 
minimal length going from 1 to ui, let y be a path of minimal length going from ui to 
1, and let /I be a path lying in r\rcn) which connects ui and vi. (See Fig. 6). The path 
q = a& is a closed path in r. Let T be a K-triangulation of 9. By Lemma 5, some 
triangle t has vertices a, b, c (not necessarily distinct) on a,/?, y, respectively. Each 
edge of t represents a path of length not exceeding K. Now since b E r\pfl’ we must 
have d(1, a) > ri -K, for, if d(1, a) were less than n -K, one could go from 1 to a 
and then along a path of length not exceeding K to reach b, contradicting b E r\rcn’. 
Thus d(a, ui) < i - n + K. Similarly, d(b, vi) < i - n + K. But now one can go from ui 
to vi by going along a-’ from ui to a, then along the path represented by the edge of 
t connecting a and c, and then along 01-l from ; to vi. This is a distance not 
exceeding 2i t (3K - 2n), which is less than 2i since 2n > 3K. But this contradicts 
d(Ui, Vi) = 2i. I 
We are now in a position to apply Stallings’ structure theorem to context-free 
groups. We begin with the special case of torsion-free groups. If G = (X, R) and 
H = (Y, S) are groups with X and Y disjoint sets, then thefree product of G and H is 
the group G * H = (XU Y, R U S). The groups G and H are called the factors of the 
free product. A free product is nontrivial if neither of the factors is the trivial group. 
If G is any group, the rank r(G) of G is the minimal number of generators of G. An 
important result about free products is Grushko’s theorem, which states that 
r(G * H) = r(G) + r(H). 
In the torsion-free case, the Stallings structure theorem says that a finitely 
generated torsion-free group G has more than one end if and only if G is the infinite 
cyclic group or G is a nontrivial free product, G = G, * G,. We now prove our 
theorem in the special case of torsion-free groups. 
THEOREM II. A j?nitely generated torsion-free group G is free if and only if it is 
context-free. 
FIGURE 6 
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Proof: Suppose that G is context-free. We prove that G is free by induction in the 
rank of G. If r(G) = 0, then G is the trivial group. If r(G) = 1, then G is the infinite 
cyclic group since G is torsion-free. Now suppose that r(G) > 2. G is infinite since G 
is a nontrivial torsion-free group. By Lemma 6, G has more than one end so, by the 
Stallings structure theorem, G is a nontrivial free product, say G = G, * G,. By 
Grushko’s theorem, G, and G, have rank less than that of G. By Lemma 2, G, and 
G, are context-free. Hence, G, and G, are free groups by the induction hypothesis. 
Since the free product of free groups is free, G is free. 1 
In order to discuss the general situation we must first discuss two closely related 
group-theoretic constructions. Let G and H be groups and let A and B be subgroups 
of G and H, respectively, with an isomorphism VI: A -+ B from A onto B. The group 
(G*H;~=w(u),uEA) is called the free product of G and H amalgamating the 
subgroups A and B. We have here adopted the convention that if a presentation has 
been chosen for a group, then using the letter denoting that group in another presen- 
tation means that one has both the generators and relators of the given group. Thus a 
free product with amalgamation is obtained from the free product by identifying the 
elements of A with their images in B. The groups G and H are called the factors 
while A and B are called the amalgamated subgroups. A free product with 
amalgamation is nontrivial if the amalgamated subgroups are both proper subgroups 
in their respective factors. 
A closely related construction is the following. Let G be a single group and let A 
and B be subgroups with I,V: A + B an isomorphism. The group (G, t; t-at = 
w(a), a E A) is called the HNN extension of G with stable letter t and associated 
subgroups A and B. (The letters HNN refer to G. Higman, B. H. Neumann, and 
H. Neumann, to whom the construction is credited). The group G is called the base of 
the HNN extension. For a detailed discussion of these constructions see, for example, 
[ 101. 
We can now state the general Stallings structure theorem: A finitely generated 
group G has more than one end if and only if G is either a nontrivial free product 
with amalgamation or an HNN extension, where the amalgamated or associated 
subgroups are finite. 
In order to use the general Stallings structure theorem in an inductive proof one 
must introduce the following definitions. Let G be a finitely generated group. An 
accessible series for G is a series of subgroups G = G, 3 G, 1 G, z... 2 G, such that 
each G, has a decomposition as a nontrivial free product with amalgamation or as an 
HNN extension, where one of the factors or the base is Gi+ i and the amalgamated or 
associated subgroups are finite. In short, G = (Gi+, * Gf+ , ; Fi+ , = v(Fi+ ,)) or Gi = 
(Gi+l, ti; tiFi+l t;’ = v(F,+,)), where Gi+l, GI,, are subgroups of Gi, and Fi+, is 
finite. The integer n is the length of the series. A group G is accessible if there is an 
upper bound on the lengths of accessible series for G, and the least upper bound s is 
the accessibility length of G. It is conjectured that all finitely generated groups are 
accessible but it is difficult to prove that specific groups are accessible. Since a 
nontrivial free product with amalgamation or an HNN extension is infinite, the 
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accessibility length of a finite group is zero. It is an easy consequence of Grushko’s 
theorem that torsion-free groups are accessible. 
It is known that virtually free groups are accessible but we provide a fairly simple 
proof. 
LEMMA I. A finitely generated virtually free group is accessible. 
Proof: As usual, if H is a subgroup of a group G, we denote the index of H in G 
by [G : H]. If G is a group define, 
c(G) = min(r(H) + [G: H] : H a free subgroup of G). 
If G is finitely generated virtually free, then c(G) is finite since a subgroup of finite 
index is again finitely generated. We prove by induction on c(G) that the maximum 
length of an accessible series for G is less than c(G). If c(G) = 1, then G is trivial and 
the result holds. 
Now suppose that G = (G, * G; ; F = v(F)), where F is finite, so that G, is the 
second group in an accessible series for G. If G, is finite the accessibility length of G 
is one, so assume that G, is infinite. Pick a free subgroup H so that c(G) = 
r(H) + [G : H]. Since H is free, H has trivial intersection with all conjugates of the 
subgroup F. The Hanna-Neumann subgroup theorem (see [lo]) says that H has the 
structure H = H, * . . . * H, * K, where the Hi are distinct conjugates of subgroups of 
G, or G; and K is a free group having trivial intersection with the factors. Now the 
intersection of H and G, cannot be trivial since [G, : G, n H] < [G:H] and G, is 
infinite. We may assume that H, c G,. If there is only one factor in the displayed 
free product decomposition of H, then H = H, and it is clear that the index of H in 
G, is less than that of H in G. Thus c(G,) < c(G) and the result follows from the 
induction hypothesis. If there is more than one factor in the free product decom- 
position of H, we have [G, : H,] < [G: H] but r(H,) < r(H) by Grushko’s theorem. 
Again, the result follows from the induction hypothesis. 
A similar proof applies if G = (G,, t; tFt-’ = v(F)), where F is finite. We may 
assume that G, is infinite and pick a free subgroup H of G so that c(G) = 
r(H) t [G : H]. The Hanna-Neumann subgroup theorem again says that 
H= H, * a.. * H, * K, where the Hi are distinct conjugates of subgroups of the base 
G, and K is a free group having trivial intersection with G,. As before we may 
assume that H, c G, and conclude that c(G,) ( c(G). I 
We can now complete the proof of our main theorem. 
THEOREM III. Let G be a finitely generated group. Then G is virtually free iSand 
only if G is context-free and accessible. 
Proof: The only part left to prove is that if G is context-free and accessible, then 
G is virtually free. The proof is by induction on the accessibility length s of G. If 
s = 0, then G has no decomposition as a nontrivial free product with amalgamation 
or an HNN extension with finite amalgamated or associated subgroups. But 
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Lemma 6 and the Stallings structure theorem then say that G is finite and thus is 
certainly virtually free. Suppose that s > 0. First suppose that G = 
(G, * G; ; F = w(F)), where F is finite. Now G, and G; have accessibility length at 
most (s - 1). By Lemma 2, G, and Cl are context-free. Thus G, and G; are virtually 
free by the induction hypothesis. We now need the results of Gregorac [3] and 
Karrass ef al. [7] which say that the class of finitely generated virtually free groups is 
closed under taking free products with amalgamation or HNN extensions where the 
amalgamated or associated subgroups are finite. Thus G is virtually free. The proof is 
the same if G = (G,, t; tFt-’ = y(F)) where F is finite. 1 
We wish to point out that there are interesting possibilities of correlating special 
classes of context-free languages with subclasses of the virtually free groups. In our 
second paper we shall show that the word problem of a context-free group is always a 
deterministic language. An interesting class of deterministic languages is the class of 
simple languages. For definitions and a thorough discussion of simple languages see 
Harrison [5]. If G = (X, R) is a group, define the reduced word problem, W,,(G), to 
be the set of all words w on X*’ such that w = 1 in G but no nonempty proper prefix 
of w is equal to 1 in G. If L is a set of strings, then L* is the set of all finite 
concatenations 0, . . . cm, where each ui E L. It is easy to see that W(G) = W,,(G)*. 
The class of simple languages seems very natural group-theoretically and we were led 
to conjecture the following result which Haring-Smith [4] has recently proven: A 
finitely generated group G is the free product of finitely many finite groups and 
infinite cyclic groups if and only if G has a presentation (X, R) whose reduced word 
problem is a simple language. Haring-Smith also geometrically characterizes such 
presentations: A presentation G = (X; R) has simple reduced word problem if and 
only if the Cayley graph T(G) has the property that there are only finitely many 
simple closed curves passing through any vertex z’ of lY 
After finishing this paper we discovered the work of Letichevskii and Smikun 
[ 12, 13 ] on context-free groups. Although phrased in a rather more complicated 
manner a characterization essentially equivalent to our Theorem I on Cayley graphs 
is given in [ 13 1. 
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